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Photo and Film Expo - Bootcamp '17
The ninth annual instalment of Africas largest photographic event takes place once again at the Ticketpro Dome (utilising
the new Blue Wing, Amphitheater and Casino areas this year) and offers visitors a host of free activities from workshops to
live demos, contests and show specials.

A lot of you may have attended the Photo and Film Expo every year for the last nine years and frankly, while the layout and
talks changed each year, the events remained very similar...

Introducing bootcamp!

We opted to use the newly launched Blue Wing venue as well as the original Casino area and Amphitheater at The
Ticketpro Dome which has allowed us to completely reformat the event and workshops to better cater to visitors and
exhibitors.

With indoor and outdoor areas, countless interactive activities and demonstrations, shoot opportunities galore and
competitions you had better allocate enough time to see everything.

The two levels offer private breakaway rooms, bar, restaurants, meeting areas and so much more - with wheelchair access,
ample bathroom facilities and a perfect mix of old and new...

Oh, and there's secure parking on-site or free parking across the road at Northgate!

The expo caters to image makers of all skill levels, whether you've just picked up a camera (or even a cellphone) or you're a
seasoned pro - there will be something for you at Bootcamp.

This event in particular aims to get 'back to basics', offering presentations and demonstrations that will help you lay the
foundations for improving your personal skill sets as a photographer, marketer and business person.

Or if you just want to capture great images and learn to edit them then there's something for you too.

Pros will benefit from the advanced sessions and masterclasses.

Our contributors at The Photo and Film Expo are a mix of seasoned professionals as well as upcoming talent and the event
aims to feature a broad skill base offering return visitors new content at every event, and the opportunity to participate
themselves.

Date: 27 October 2017 to 29 October 2017
Time: 09:00 - 18:00
Venue: Ticketpro Dome, Johannesburg
Cost: www.ticketpro.co.za

More info:
Blue Wing at Ticketpro Dome, opposite Northgate Shopping Centre on the corner of Olievenhout and Northumberland,
NorthRiding.
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